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  SECTION - A 
( Prose ) 

   

I.  Multiple Choice Questions : 3 × 1 = 3    

 1. Rem. C — He thought they did not belong to him but to 

the children of Rio-en-medio 1  1 

 2. Rem. B — an indirect command 1  1 

 3. Comp. A — put a ban on nuclear weapon test 1  1 

II.  Answer the following questions in 2 - 3 sentences 

each : 4 × 2 = 8    

 4. Appr. Don Anselmo was the oldest man in Rio-en-medio, 

he was passionate about his land and the children 

of Rio-en-medio. Every time a child is born in the 

village, he planted a tree. When he sold his land he 

did not sell the trees.  2 2 
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 5. Appr. He was the best table-tennis player and fastest 
runner in the school. He was learning sitar and was 
able to compose his own tunes to the astonishment 
of his Guru.  2 2 

 6. Appr. After the concert Smitha went up to the stage and 
met Pandit Ravi Shankar, explained the condition 
and the wish of her brother and requested him to 
come home and play for her brother and was 
successful.  2 2 

 7 Comp. Scientists. By their Research in basic science they 
can ensure our safety. 2  2 

III.  Answer the following question in about 8 - 10 
sentences : 1 × 4 = 4    

 8. Exp. Satish met with an accident at the early age of 
eight, which led to hearing impairment. Due to 
frequent absence and hearing problem, the school 
he was attending informed his father that they 
could not keep Satish. Other schools refused 
admission. His father and brother spent much time 
with him and provided many books. He developed 
his interest in painting. In the beginning his father 
discouraged him but later on he accepted that his 
son’s destiny lay in canvas and paint. He admitted 
his son to the best school of art and made his life in 
the chosen field. Satish Gujral is among the 
foremost artists of India and accomplished in 
several art forms like painting, sculpture and 
architecture. 2 2 4 

  OR    

  Swami was racked with nightmares like a tiger was 
chasing him, he tried to escape, he groaned in 
despair. He put his hand out to feel his granny’s 
presence, but he touched the wooden leg of the 
bench, when he saw the moving creature, he moved 
to the edge of the bench and thought that the devil 
would pull him out and tear him. As it came nearer, 
he crawled, hugged and used his teeth on it like a 
mortal weapon. Swami had a dreadful experience 
under the bench. 2 2 4 
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IV.  Read the following extracts and answer the 

questions that follow : 3 × 3 = 9    

 9. Comp. a) Baleshwar Mishra 1   

  b) Because Roma Talreja was serious and need to 

be treated immediately. 1   

  c) Roma Talreja got first aid and was shifted to a 

bigger hospital due to lack of facilities there. 1  3 

 10. Comp. a) Wangjia 1   

  b) He was going in search of the bird of 

happiness. 1   

  c) Boots were ripped apart, feet were cut to 

pieces, hands were torn to shreds. 1  3 

 11. Exp. a) Diego 1   

  b) Columbus 1   

  c) Columbus has a vision to go forward but not 

all the seamen. Why should he force the 

seamen to sail with him in spite of their 

desperation. 1  3 

V.  Poetry 

Multiple Choice Questions : 1 × 1 = 1    

 12. Comp. A — self assertion 1  1 

VI.  Answer the following in two or three sentences 

each : 2 × 2 = 4    

 13. Comp. According to the poet our life span is short. We 

should feel proud to belong to old peagant of man. 

Therefore he suggests us to keep smiling. 2  2 

 14. Comp. The space traveller when he reaches the space 

nobody can contact him. He cannot have any 

friends through letters or mails and also he is not 

definite of returning back from space. 2  2 
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VII.  Read the extract and answer the questions that 
follow : 3 × 1 = 3    

 15. Comp. a) When Earthly power is filled with mercy it 
becomes divine power. 1  1 

  b) King’s judgement should be seasoned with 
mercy. 1  1 

  c) Earthly judgement ( King’s judgement ) 
becomes like God’s judgement. 1  1 

VIII.  Quote from memory : 4    

 16. Rem. ‘T is a fearful thing in winter 

To be shattered by the blast, 

And to hear the rattling trumpet 

Thunder, “cut away the mast !” 4  4 

  OR    

  You talk of wondrous things you see, 

You say the sun shines bright ; 

I feel him warm, but how can he 

Or make it day or night ?    

IX.  Answer the following question in 8 to 10 sentences : 

 1 × 4 = 4    

 17. Exp. The poet Ruskin Bond calls his grandmother as 
‘Genius’ because she could climb a tree. Even at the 
age of 62, she was passionate to climb a tree and 
learnt it from her loving brother at the age of six. 
Everybody feared that granny would fall from a tree 
one day.    

  One day she climbed a tree but could not come 
down. After the rescue doctor recommended rest for 
a week. But for granny it was like a brief season in 
hell. She demanded a house to be built in a tree. 
The poet’s father who was dutiful, fulfilled his 
mother’s wish, so that granny moved up and 
enjoyed as her wish. 2 2 4 

  OR    
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  The Jazz player is like an Ancient Mariner. He has a 
wrinkled face, closed eyes with full of wearies. His 
collar frayed, faded blue old shirt turned dark 
sweat. Old necktie undone drops, old jacket holding 
his sagging stomach. He had a rundown shoes 
having paper in them. His unshaven face shows 
pain. Across his chest lies an old alto saxophone. 
He feels, he has a message for the people of the 
world. 2 2 4 

  Supplementary Reading    

X.  Answer the following questions in two or three 
sentences each : 2 × 2 = 4    

 18. Exp. The students had been marching to meet D.S.P. 
Though there were policemen the students marched 
as if the police did not exist. They walked in 
complete silence. There were no slogans, no shouts, 
just the schuffle of feet. The drip of rain and low 
murmur from the watching crowd.  2 2 

  OR    

  Wherever hurdles come, we must face them boldly. 
We should learn to face the brute. We should be 
workers but not shirkers.  2 2 

 19. Exp. Dr. Ambedkar had an insatiable thirst for books, he 
bought books by curtailing his daily needs. In New 
York he said to have purchased about 2000 old 
books. It is recorded that at the time of II Round 
Table Conference in London, he bought so many 
books that they had to be sent to India in 32 boxes.  2 2 

  OR    

  The absence of mother from home taught Hanif and 
his brothers to do their work independently. They 
got up early on their own and got ready for school. 
They learnt that one’s duty is very important to 
come up in life.  2 2 
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XI.  Vocabulary    

 20. Comp. Lay-emphasis 1  1 

 21. Comp. Principal 1  1 

 22. Comp. Irregular 1  1 

 23. Comp. School 1  1 

XII.  SECTION – B 
Reading    

 24. Comp. Hunting, boating and fishing 1  1 

 25. Comp. As a leader of the Continental Army 1  1 

 26. Comp. He helped the Americans to win the Revolutionary 

War against Great Britain for Independence 1  1 

 27. Comp. When George was boy, he had lots of fun exploring 

the woods and forests near his home. 1  1 

XIII.  Read the following conversation and answer the 

questions that follow :    

 28. Comp. Anitha should meet Suma near the central library 

at 6 P.M. 1  1 

 29. Comp. Library 1  1 

 30. Exp. Sun is brighter than the moon 1  1 

 31. Exp. What a beautiful sight it is ! 1  1 

  Writing    

 32. Exp. Format  2  

  Body of the letter / language  2 4 

 33. Exp. Inclusion of all points  2  

  Accuracy of language  2 4 
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  Editing    

 34. Comp. jacky — Jacky, rained — rain 2  2 

  GRAMMAR ( Language Use )    

 35. Comp. C)  —  Chess is being played by them 1  1 

 36. Comp. B)  —  Request 1  1 

 37. Comp. C)  —  to bring. 1  1 

 38. Exp. Raju and Shabil greeted each other. Raju requested 

Shabil whether he would help him to go abroad and 

get him a passport. 2  2 

 39. Comp. C)  is he ? 1  1 

 40. Exp. an,  in  1 1 

 41. Exp. but,  so  1 1 

 42. Comp. is working,  goes 2  2 

  Reference Skill    

 43. Exp. Alternate,  Altitude,  Aptitude,  Attitude  2 2 

 44. Comp. Try it just once again 1  1 

 45. Comp. Thesaurus. 1  1 
 
 
   

 


